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Reference Textbook

G. Saake; K. Sattler; A. Heuer: Datenbanken — Konzepte und Sprachen
(only available in German)
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10. Data Exchange Using XML
Organisational: Magdeburg

- Lecturer: Gunter Saake (Office: 29-110, email: saake@ovgu.de)
- Office hours: probably Fridays 10:30
- Examination:
  - Written exam (120min)
  - Prerequisites: fulfill exercise participation requirements
Organisational: Magdeburg – Exercices

- Exercise instructor: Sebastian Dorok
- Accompanying exercises (see exercise plan):
  - Starting from third week of lectures
  - Vote for 60% of all exercises and present 4 solutions
  - Last 2 exercises are practical (SQL)
- Enrollment starts now and ends in the first exercise! Procedure:
  - Find suitable time slot(s)
  - Enroll
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